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Personal author: Albert, Susan Wittig
Title: Hemlock

Personal author: Aoki, Ryka
Title: Light from uncommon stars

Personal author: Austin, Lynn N.
Title: If I were you

Personal author: Austin, Lynn N.
Title: The wish book Christmas

Personal author: Bowen, Rhys
Title: God rest ye, royal gentlemen

Personal author: Britain, Kristen
Title: Winterlight

Personal author: Brown, Dale
Title: Arctic storm rising: a novel

Personal author: Brown, Rita Mae
Title: Claws for alarm

Personal author: Brunstetter, Wanda E.
Title: The Walnut Creek wish

Personal author: Cabot, Meg
Title: No Words

Personal author: Cash, Wiley
Title: When ghosts come home: a novel

Personal author: Chambers, Becky
Title: A psalm for the wild-built

Personal author: Cleeves, Ann
Title: The heron's cry
Personal author: Collins, Megan
Title: The family plot: a novel

Personal author: Cox, Amanda
Title: The secret keepers of Old Depot Grocery

Personal author: Doerr, Anthony
Title: Cloud Cuckoo Land [large print]

Personal author: Doerr, Anthony
Title: Cloud cuckoo land: a novel

Personal author: Dugoni, Robert
Title: The world played chess

Personal author: Feehan, Christine
Title: Murder at Sunrise Lake

Personal author: Franzen, Jonathan
Title: Crossroads

Personal author: Gray, Ayana
Title: Beasts of prey

Personal author: Hackwith, A. J.
Title: The archive of the forgotten

Personal author: Hackwith, A. J.
Title: The library of the unwritten

Personal author: Hall, Rachel Howzell
Title: These toxic things

Personal author: Harrow, Alix E.
Title: A spindle splintered

Personal author: Hazelwood, Ali
Title: The love hypothesis

Personal author: Heiny, Katherine
Title: Early morning riser

Personal author: Hoffman, Alice
Title: Book of magic
Personal author: Hoffman, Alice
Title: **Practical magic**

Personal author: Horikoshi, Kōhei
Title: **My hero academia. Katsuki bakugo rising**

Personal author: Hunting, Helena
Title: **When sparks fly**

Personal author: Isaka, Kōtarō
Title: **Bullet train: a novel**

Personal author: Isayama, Hajime
Title: **Attack on Titan Vol. 34**

Personal author: Jackson, Holly
Title: **As good as dead: the finale to A good girl's guide to murder**

Personal author: Jackson, Tiffany D.
Title: **White smoke**

Personal author: Jewell, Lisa
Title: **The night she disappeared [sound recording]**

Personal author: Kanter, Marisa
Title: **As if on cue**

Personal author: Kellemann, Jonathan
Title: **The burning [sound recording]**

Personal author: Kemmerer, Brigid
Title: **Defy the night**

Personal author: Kinsella, Sophie
Title: **The party crasher: a novel**

Personal author: Kirkpatrick, Jane
Title: **The healing of Natalie Curtis**

Personal author: Klune, TJ
Title: **Under the whispering door**

Personal author: Kurian, Vera
Title: **Never saw me coming**
Personal author: Lalli, Sonya
Title: A holly jolly Diwali

Personal author: Lee, C. B.
Title: A clash of steel: a Treasure Island remix

Personal author: Lepore, Gabriella
Title: This is why we lie

Personal author: Lewis, Beverly
Title: The beginning

Personal author: Lovecraft, H. P. (Howard Phillips)
Title: At the mountains of madness: and other weird tales

Personal author: Lu, Marie
Title: Skyhunter

Personal author: McCauley, Kyrie
Title: We can be heroes

Personal author: Moriarty, Liane
Title: Apples never fall: a novel [sound recording]

Personal author: Morris, Heather (Screenwriter)
Title: Three sisters

Personal author: Morrow, Bethany C.
Title: So many beginnings: a Little Women remix

Personal author: Muller, Marcia
Title: Ice and stone

Personal author: Novik, Naomi
Title: The last graduate: a novel

Personal author: ONE
Title: One-punch man. Volume 22, Light

Personal author: Osman, Richard
Title: The man who died twice: a thursday murder club mystery

Personal author: Parker-Chan, Shelley
Title: She who became the sun
Personal author: Perry, Anne
Title: A darker reality

Personal author: Polydoros, Aden
Title: The city beautiful

Personal author: Quach, Michelle
Title: Not here to be liked

Personal author: Reid, Ava
Title: The wolf and the woodsman: a novel

Personal author: Ritter, Josh
Title: The great glorious goddamn of it all: a novel

Personal author: Rogerson, Margaret
Title: Vespertine

Personal author: Rutkoski, Marie
Title: The midnight lie

Personal author: Sharpe, Tess
Title: Toil & trouble: 15 tales of women & witchcraft

Personal author: Slaughter, Karin
Title: False witness [sound recording]

Personal author: Sparks, Nicholas
Title: The wish: a novel [sound recording]

Personal author: Sterling, Erin
Title: The ex hex.

Personal author: Stone, Emily
Title: Always, in December: a novel

Personal author: Stuart, Douglas
Title: Shuggie Bain: a novel

Personal author: Takeuchi, Naoko
Title: Codename: Sailor V: eternal edition 1

Personal author: Takeuchi, Naoko
Title: Codename: Sailor V: eternal edition Vol. 2
Personal author: Tóibín, Colm
Title: The magician: a novel

Personal author: Turnbull, Cadwell
Title: No gods, no monsters

Personal author: Ward, Catriona
Title: The last house on needless street

Personal author: Watson, Jo
Title: Big Boned

Personal author: Zhao, Xiran Jay
Title: Iron widow